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Extreme astrophysical regimes

} Neutron stars generate MT magnetic 
fields.

} Colliding photons produce electron-
positron pairs, filling pulsar’s 
magnetosphere with plasma.

Optical x-ray image of the Crab Nebula 

Examples of extreme 
astrophysical environments: 

Current status for laboratory regimes: 

} ITER’s field is 10 T.

} The two-photon pair production has 
never been observed.



What are the obstacles?

} The force from the magnetic field causes metal                               
coils to blow up at about 50 T. 

} The cross-section for the pair production is very small (it is 10#$%
smaller than that for electron impact ionization):

} The process requires very energetic photons due to energy 
conservation:

} The photon density must be high to overcome the smallness of &''.

&''~10#)* m2

+'$+') > 0.511 MeV )



Multi-PW laser facilities

} ELI laser facilities in Romania and Czech Republic will provide unique 
experimental tools for studies of extreme light-matter interactions. 

} Groundbreaking features:

o laser power up to 10 PW

o peak laser intensity of 5×10%%
W/cm2 and above

o multiple multi-PW laser beams

} These features make it 
possible to probe novel 
physics regimes by 
overcoming 
fundamental limitations. 



Outline

} Generation of extremely strong magnetic fields

} Production of dense gamma-ray beams

} Production of matter and antimatter from light alone

The rest of the talk is an overview of interconnected phenomena 
that can be unlocked by high-power high-intensity lasers:

To learn about other phenomena and research directions see 
“Relativistic plasma physics in supercritical fields”                           
Phys. Plasmas 27, 050601 (2020) 



Why do we need high intensity?

} A plasma can potentially sustain a very strong B-field.

} Strong B-field requires a high current density, but it is limited by !":

} For nonrelativistic electrons, the density cutoff is set by #$ only:

} At high laser intensity, electrons become relativistic and a dense plasma 
becomes transparent:

% ≈ ' !"(" < ' !"*

!" ≪ !,- ≡ ⁄0"1*2 #$2'2
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≫ 1 3$ = 190 for
; = 5×1022 W/cm2

#$ = 1 µm
The laser can go into a plasma 
that is 100 times more dense



Generation of a strong static B-field
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Laser-driven
current

} The pulse drives a 
strong current in a 
dense plasma

} The current sustains an 
extreme 0.4 MT static 
magnetic field.
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Ineffective long-term interaction

! = +90 fs
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} A tightly focused laser 
beam expels electrons 
laterally.

} As the ions follow, the 
channel becomes empty.

} Laser pulse propagation 
becomes unstable.

} Long-term interaction is 
ineffective in a dense 
uniform plasma.
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Benefits of structured targets

! = +90 fs
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} Structured targets stabilize 
propagation of the pulse.

} The channel remains filled 
with a dense plasma.

} Such targets can now be 
manufactured at leading 
target fabrication facilities.
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} Electron deflection causes photon emission determined by

How impactful is the strong B-field?

! ≈ #$%
&'
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Power

Photon energy

% = 0.5 MT

+$ = 100 MeV
+, = 1 MeV

&' ≈ 1.3×1056 V/m

% = 1 T

+$ = 10 GeV

+, = 10 keV
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Condition for the energy gain

∆" of B-field 
deflections

∆" of #$
oscillations 
at electron

location
≈

Deflections
at the magnetic

boundary
̇'( ∝ −#$+,-(./$

} Strong plasma current 
sustaining strong B-field is 
required to enhance electron 
energy gain.

Magnetic
boundary

Energy enhancement by the B-field

} Dephasing, /01 ≥ 3 > /∥, limits 
electron energy gain in vacuum.

} Deflections by the B-field 
negate the dephasing by 
keeping /$ antiparallel to #$+,-(.

#$+,-(./$ < 0

8 < 89: ∝ ⁄1 =∥>/@

PIC tracking

Gong et al Phys. Rev. E 102, 013206 (2020)

Gong et al Sci. Reports 9, 17181 (2019)



Emission of dense g-ray beams

ε" > 1 MeV

Collimated
multi-MeV
photons

Power scan 
at fixed intensity

1012 photons 
into a 10o cone

} ()* increases with +, due to the 
superluminosity (-./ > 0) 

} Electrons reach higher +, in a wider 
beam (higher P)

} Beam filamentation sets an upper limit 
on laser power

Wang et al Phys. Plasma 27, 053109 (2020)



Pair production with two lasers

!

} Two multi-PW lasers can create dense 
colliding photon beams in vacuum.

} Photons with "# > 10 keV play a key role.

} Over 104 pairs can be produced, but the 
distance (' = 250 µm) is a limiting factor. 

+# =
log/0(2#/MeV)

Wang et al Phys. Rev. Applied 13, 054024 (2020)

"#/"#8 > 0.511 MeV 8

10 keV & 10 MeV

2 MeV & 2 MeV
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In situ two-photon pair creation

} Benefits of colliding two 
lasers inside the plasma: 

} 1B pairs are produced via 
the dominant g-g process 
already at 4×10%% W/cm2

} Positrons gain energy in 
the B-field and produce 
jets with > 200 MeV.

ü higher photons yield

ü higher photon density

He et al arXiv:2010.14583 (2020)



Laser-matter interactions at multi-beam multi-PW laser facilities 
will enable qualitatively novel regimes characterized by 

} MT magnetic fields

} dense multi-MeV photons populations

} matter and antimatter creation from light alone

Summary



A 2021 Multi-Petawatt Physics Prioritization (MP3) Workshop: Bring together 
leading experts in ultra-intense, multi-petawatt laser science and technology

Workshop Goals:
1. Define key science goals and flagship experiments

2. Identify common joint strategies for developing needed diagnostics

3. Discuss a vision for the optimal next-generation facility to address grand-challenge goals

Workshop Organization: 
� Co-chairs: Jon Zuegel (POC, U. Rochester), Louise Willingale (U. Michigan), Antonino Di Piazza (MPIK)

� Scientific tracks: US and European working group co-leaders will run a series of virtual meetings to 
prepare actionable material for consideration at the workshop

High-Field Physics & Quantum Electro-Dynamics (HFP/QED) Laboratory Astrophysics (LAP)

Particle Acceleration & Advanced Light Sources (PAALS) Laser-Driven Nuclear Physics (LNP)

� Workshop: three days of presentations and moderated discussions to elaborate working group findings

� Location and timing TBD. We hope to meet in person sometime in Summer 2021 in Europe.

� Webcast to provide opportunities for online commentary by and Q&A with offsite participants. 

� The workshop will produce a publicly available report summarizing recommendations.
Courtesy of Jon Zuegel


